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Introduction
An option is a contract between two parties (the holder and the writer) that gives the holder the right, but not the obligation, to buy/sell an underlying asset from/to the writer at a predetermined amount (the exercise price or strike price) on or before a predetermined date (the expiry or maturity) in the future. The option to buy is called a call, while the option to sell is called a put. A European option can be exercised only at expiry, while an American option can be exercised at any time prior to or at expiry. A fundamental problem in option valuation is to determine a fair price for the premium (or the time-zero option value) that the holder is willing to pay to enter into the contract with the writer.
In the case of an American option, it may be optimal for the holder to exercise early when the asset price reaches a critical asset value (the optimal exercise price). The collection of all of these optimal exercise prices is called the optimal exercise boundary. A distinguishing feature of an American option is that the optimal exercise boundary is unknown a priori but must be determined together with the option price.
There are several formulations of the American option valuation problem. McKean [22] first gave a formulation in the form of a free boundary problem for a partial differential equation (PDE) . Alternatively, the valuation of American options can be formulated as a linear complementarity problem (see [11] ) or as an optimal stopping problem (see [14, 17] ).
There are currently many different approaches to the valuation of American options. Some of the more popular ones are as follows (this is by no means an exhaustive list):
(i) Binomial and Monte Carlo methods (ii) Finite difference methods (iii) Analytical approximations to the option price and the early exercise premium (i.e. the difference between the American and European option prices) (iv) Numerical methods for solving integral equations for the optimal exercise boundary.
Under the risk-neutral assumption, the option price is expressed as a discounted expectation, with respect to the risk-neutral measure, of the payoff at expiry. The binomial model for option valuation was introduced by Cox et al. [9] . It traces the evolution of the asset price in discrete time by means of a binomial lattice. The numerical method is able to handle both European-and American-type options in a straightforward manner.
The Monte Carlo option valuation is also another numerical method that relies on the risk-neutrality assumption. Monte Carlo methods are particularly useful when valuing options with multiple sources of uncertainty or with complicated features. Tilley [29] was the first attempt in using Monte Carlo methods to solve the backward-in-time dynamic programming problem associated with the valuation of American-type contracts. Longstaff and Schwartz [20] developed a practical Monte Carlo method using the least squares technique to price American-style derivatives.
Finite difference methods are the most popular methods that have been utilized in valuing options based on a PDE approach. The basic idea is to replace the derivatives in the PDE by appropriate finite difference formulas and solve the resulting system by choosing either an explicit or implicit finite difference scheme. Some pioneering results in this area are due to Schwartz [27] and Brennan and Schwartz [2, 3] .
Analytical approximations to the option price and the early exercise premium have also been obtained with the aim of simplifying the computational effort. Geske and Johnson [12] introduced the concept of a compound option, where the American option is decomposed into a finite number of European-style options, each of which when exercised leads to another option. MacMillan [21] and Barone-Adesi and Whaley [1] derived a PDE for the early exercise premium and disregarded one term to be able to solve the resulting PDE as well as to approximate the optimal exercise boundary.
Another class of approaches is based on solving an integral equation for the optimal exercise boundary. Kim [18] obtained such an integral equation (see [5, 6] as well for other formulations) and showed that the value of an American option is equal to that of the corresponding European option plus the early exercise premium. If the integral equation can be solved for the optimal exercise boundary, then the early exercise premium can be calculated, thus yielding the option value. Carr et al. [4] also derived another integral equation for the free boundary. Several authors dealt with numerically solving these integral equations by proposing different algorithms such as step function approximations [13] and quadratic approximations [25] . Sevcovic [28] derived a nonlinear singular integral equation whose solution can be obtained by successive iterations. Ju [16] employed a multi-piece exponential function to approximate the optimal exercise boundary. As we can observe, valuing American options based on solving an integral equation for the optimal exercise boundary has led to the proposal of many different numerical algorithms to solve integral equations. In this paper, we take a different approach by deriving an approximate first-order ordinary differential equation (ODE) for the optimal exercise boundary. Like the integral equation, this ODE cannot be solved analytically but its numerical solution is essentially trivial. We will show later that the option values obtained using this new approach are very accurate when compared with those obtained via the binomial method (with comparable computational speeds).
Certainly, there are more approaches than those mentioned above that have been proposed in the literature. For a more recent detailed exposition, we refer the reader to a comprehensive review article by Zhu [30] and the exhaustive list of references in [10] .
In this paper, we revisit the valuation problems for the American put and the American call. We give an alternative derivation of valuation formulas for the American put and call option prices that depend on their respective optimal exercise boundaries. These formulas are obtained by rewriting the valuation problems and using the Mellin transform (cf. [26] , where an exact valuation formula for a European option with a general payoff was obtained using the Mellin transform). Then we derive an approximate ODE for each of the optimal exercise boundaries. As mentioned above, this is different from deriving an exact integral equation for the optimal exercise boundary but having to numerically approximate this much more complicated equation. In our case, the numerical solution of the ODE is straightforward, fast and accurate.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we derive some properties of the Black-Scholes kernel (to be defined later) and recall some properties of the Mellin transform. For the convenience of the reader, we give the formal derivation of the valuation formula for a European option with a general payoff given in [26] . In Section 3 we derive a valuation formula for the American put option price and an approximate ODE for the American put optimal exercise boundary. We consider the American call option valuation problem in Section 4, utilizing some of the results of Section 3 for the American put. A valuation formula for the American call option price is also given as well as an approximate ODE for the American call optimal exercise boundary. In Section 5 we present the results of numerical simulations. We solve the ODEs for the respective optimal exercise boundaries and substitute into the option valuation formulas. The option values are benchmarked with the values obtained using the binomial method. Finally, in Section 6, we give some concluding remarks.
In the remainder of this section, we introduce our notation and recall the free boundary formulation of the American put and call option valuation problems. We assume that the value of an option depends on the asset price with risk-neutral dynamics given by the stochastic differential equation
where {S t : t ∈ [0, T ]} is the asset price process, {W t : t ∈ [0, T ]} is a standard Brownian motion with respect to the risk-neutral measure, T > 0 is the expiry, r > 0 is the risk-free rate, q > 0 is the dividend yield and σ > 0 is the volatility. The generic European option price at time t is denoted by V t and the payoff function is denoted by φ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞). For example, the put and call payoffs are φ(x) = (E − x)
+ , respectively, where E > 0 is the exercise price and (z)
Hence, the generic European option price function v solves the terminal value problem
The American put and call option valuation problems are formulated as follows. The American put option valuation problem is to find two functions p a = p a (x, t) and S * = S * (t) such that
(iv) At x = S * (t), where 0 6 t < T , the following smooth pasting conditions are satisfied:
On the other hand, the American call option valuation problem is to find two functions c a = c a (x, t) and S * = S * (t) such that
(ii) c a (x, t) = x − E for 0 6 t < T and x > S * (t);
(iii) L c a (x, t) = 0 for 0 6 t < T and 0 6 x < S * (t);
Some properties of the Black-Scholes kernel and the Mellin transform
We begin by defining some useful auxiliary functions. Let
Then it is straightforward to show that
where N is the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal random variable. The Black-Scholes kernel was defined in [26] as
Using the identity (2.1), an alternative form for the kernel is therefore
From (2.2) and (2.3), it follows that
provided the improper integral converges at ξ. For sufficiently differentiable and wellbehaved real-valued functions f and g defined on [0, ∞), it is known (see [23, pp. 362-363] for instance) that c
where we write xf and x 2 f to denote the functions whose values are xf (x) and x 2 f (x), respectively. Moreover, if we define the convolution f * g of f and g by
then it can be shown that
also known as the convolution property. In particular, it was shown in [26] that the Mellin transform of the Black-Scholes kernel K (·, t, u) with respect to x iŝ
where p is the polynomial
The above properties of the Mellin transform make the Black-Scholes PDE amenable to the treatment based on the Mellin transform. Indeed, suppose that v = v(x, t) satisfies the following terminal value problem:
Formally applying the Mellin transform to (2.9) and using the properties in (2.5), we obtain ∂v ∂t
The solution of this linear problem iŝ
where we used (2.7) in the last term. Invoking the convolution property (2.6), the formal solution of (2.9) is given by
We say that (2.10) is the formal solution since we have not specified the properties of φ. It was rigorously shown in [26] that if φ is continuous and bounded, then (2.10) is the unique classical solution of (2.9). An example is the put payoff function φ(x) = (E − x) + . A similar result follows if φ is continuous but unbounded, provided that it satisfies a growth condition at infinity. More precisely, suppose that φ is continuous and φ(x) = O(x) as x → ∞. Following [26] , it can be rigorously shown that (2.10) is the unique classical solution of (2.9), noting that the improper integral converges by the first equation in (2.4). An example is the call payoff function φ(x) = (x − E) + . We remark that (2.10) could also have been obtained by applying a series of variable transformations to the terminal value problem (2.9) to eventually arrive at an initial value problem for the heat equation, whose formal solution can be derived using the Fourier transform. However, the Mellin transform has the advantage of being applicable directly to (2.9) without introducing variable transformations. We also point out that using the convolution property avoids the introduction of complex-valued integrals when using the definition of the inverse Mellin transform (cf. [15, 24] ), thus foregoing the use of residue theory. Other recent references where the Mellin transform was used in the pricing of options are [7, 8] .
American put option valuation problem
The American put option valuation problem can be reformulated as
where H is the usual Heaviside function,
Following [26] , we will solve (3.1) using the Mellin transform. Letp a (·, t) denote the Mellin transform of p a (·, t) with respect to x, i.e. let
Note that
Taking the Mellin transform of (3.1a) and using the previous equation, we obtain
where p is as defined in (2.8). On the other hand, the Mellin transform of (3.1b) iŝ
Then the solution of the linear problem (3.3), (3.4) iŝ
Note that (2.7) allows us to rewrite this aŝ
Invoking the convolution property (2.6), while recalling (3.2) and (3.4), we get
Using the properties in (2.4) and recalling that N(z) + N(−z) = 1 for all z ∈ R, we therefore obtain the following explicit formula for the American put,
where
is the well-known Black-Scholes formula for the European put. Note that S * is still unspecified since we have not yet used the smooth pasting conditions (3.1c). However, (3.5) and (3.6) solve (3.1a) and (3.1b) exactly for an arbitrary S * . We need to find a single function S * that simultaneously satisfies both equations in (3.1c). We also observe that (3.6) follows from the more general formula (2.10).
Before we proceed to find S * , let us go back to the Black-Scholes PDE (2.9a). Formally integrating with respect to x from x = a(t) to x = b(t), it is straightforward to show that
where we used the Leibniz Rule in the last equation. Then (2.9a) becomes
)ḃ(t) − v(a(t), t)ȧ(t)]
Recall from (3.1a) that p a satisfies
for all x > S * (t). Formally taking a(t) = S * (t), b(t) = ∞ and v(x, t) = p a (x, t), (3.7) for all x > 0 (and therefore for all x > S * (t)). With a(t) = S * (t), b(t) = ∞ and v(x, t) = p e (x, t), (3.7) reduces to
Subtracting (3.9) from (3.8), we get
Note that this equation depends on S * , p a and p e . What we want is an expression that depends only on S * and p e , and that utilizes the boundary conditions for p a in (3.1c). We now make the simplifying assumption that 10) i.e. the 'average' values of p a and p e over [S * (t), ∞) are approximately equal for all 0 6 t < T . This assumption is certainly valid when t ≈ T since the integral terms in (3.5) are negligible. Moreover, it can be verified numerically (e.g. by the binomial method) that
for all 0 6 t < T. The idea behind (3.10) is borrowed from the Kármán-Pohlausen technique in fluid mechanics, where the free boundary represents the thickness of a boundary layer [31, pp. 421-423] . Using the boundary conditions in (3.1c), an approximate ODE for the American put optimal exercise boundary is thereforė
In summary, our valuation formulas are given by the expressions (3.5) and (3.6) for the American and European put option prices, respectively, together with the approximate ODE (3.11) for the American put optimal exercise boundary.
American call option valuation problem
The American call option valuation problem can be reformulated as
Unlike the American put, here we cannot apply the Mellin transform directly to (4.1) since the Mellin transform of (4.1b) does not exist. We therefore follow a different route. Consider the terminal value problem
Note that this is very similar to the American put valuation problem (3.1) except that there are no smooth pasting conditions. But in the previous section, we obtained (3.5) by considering only (3.1a) and (3.1b), keeping S * arbitrary. Thus, using (3.5), the solution of (4.2) is
where p e is given by (3.6) but S * is still unspecified here. Now let us define the function
We claim that (4.
verifying (4.1a). In addition,
which satisfies (4.1b). We can rewrite (4.4) as follows. Recall the put-call parity that relates the European put and call option functions:
, t, u du.
Using (4.5), this is equivalent to
Evaluating the integrals gives
where for all 0 6 t < T . Using the boundary conditions in (4.1c), an approximate ODE for the American call optimal exercise boundary is thereforė
Summarizing, our valuation formulas are given by the expressions (4.6) and (4.7) for the American and European call option prices, respectively, together with the approximate ODE (4.10) for the American call optimal exercise boundary.
Numerical simulations
In this section we compare the option values obtained from our valuation formulas and those from the binomial method. First we consider the American put. Suppose that r = 0.03, q = 0.02, σ = 0.2, E = 5, T = 0.5.
It is known [19] that when r > q, then S * (T ) = E. We solve (3.11) with S * (T ) = E backwards in time until t = 0, discretizing the ODE and applying Newton's method to solve for the optimal exercise prices at each discretized time value. The resulting American put optimal exercise boundary is shown in Figure 1 . Table 1 . Comparison of American put option prices using (3.5), (3.6) and (3.11) with the binomial method, where r = 0.03, q = 0.02, σ = 0.2, E = 5 and T = 0.5 Using the optimal exercise boundary function just obtained, we look at the value of S * (0) and evaluate the formulas in (3.5) and (3.6) at t = 0 for different values of x (corresponding to different asset prices S 0 at t = 0). In particular, we choose x = S 0 equal to
For comparison, we also calculate the corresponding American put option prices using the binomial method as well as the absolute values of the differences between the computed prices. We summarize the results in Table 1 . Let us now look at the American call. Suppose that r = 0.02, q = 0.03, σ = 0.2, E = 5, T = 0.5.
It is known [19] that when r < q, then S * (T ) = E. Numerically solving (4.10) with S * (T ) = E using the same method for the American put, we obtain the American call optimal exercise boundary shown in Figure 2 . Evaluating the formulas in (4.6) and (4.7) at t = 0 and at the same values of x = S 0 above, and also comparing the prices using the binomial method, we have the results in Table 2 .
Thus, numerical simulations show that the option prices calculated using the analytical formulas and the binomial method yield very good agreement. We remark that the computational times for both methods are comparable.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we revisited the American put and call option valuation problems. Using a unified approach based on the Mellin transform for both types of options, we derived analytical formulas for the American put and call option prices as well as approximate first-order ODEs for the respective optimal exercise boundaries. Although these ODEs are analytically intractable, their numerical solution is straightforward unlike other approaches that rely on the numerical solution of integral equations for optimal exercise boundary. The numerical results indicate a very high accuracy and fast computational speed when benchmarked with the binomial method. We derived the American call option price by using the ansatz (4.4), which we can rewrite as c a (x, t) − w(x, t) = x − E, (6.1) where w satisfies a similar PDE and terminal condition as the American put, but not the boundary conditions. Analogously, the put-call parity is c e (x, t) − p e (x, t) = xe −q(T −t) − Ee −r(T −t) .
Comparing these two relations, we see that (6.1) can be viewed as a quasi put-call parity for American options since w is 'almost' like the American put. Indeed, we see that xe −q(T −t) − E 6 c a (x, t) − w(x, t) = x − E 6 x − Ee −r(T −t) .
On the other hand, it is known that xe −q(T −t) − E 6 c a (x, t) − p a (x, t) 6 x − Ee −r(T −t) , which is sometimes referred as the put-call parity for American options. Due to the above similarities, the term 'quasi put-call parity' seems appropriate. Although we considered only American vanilla options here, the Mellin-transformbased technique that we used is potentially applicable to other American-style derivatives where the underlying asset is lognormally distributed. In such case, the resulting PDE is of Black-Scholes type and the Mellin transform can be applied directly without introducing a series of variable transformations. The properties of the Black-Scholes kernel that we gave here are particularly useful. Furthermore, the method of deriving an (approximate) ODE for the free boundary can be straightforwardly adapted to these more general valuation problems. Other applications of the Mellin transform to option pricing include options with underlying jump diffusion processes, barrier options and arithmetic Asian options (with or without American-style features). These works are currently in progress.
